
 

 

 
 

Broan-NuTone® Introduces 3 Speed Custom Range Hood Power Pack  
to Kitchen Ventilation Portfolio  

The insert protects cabinetry with an optional stainless steel liner while providing 450 MAX Blower CFM 
 

HARTFORD, Wis. (March 23, 2022) – Broan-NuTone® has introduced the new Broan® 21" Custom Range 
Hood Power Pack (PM400SS). The power pack is the latest in the company’s hidden ventilation 
alternatives for the kitchen, offering homeowners endless design possibilities while applying a simple, 
behind-the-scenes solution that eliminates smoke and odors without ever being noticed. 
 
Now widely available, the powerpack insert is ideal for custom range hood applications.  It helps to 
achieve a custom look and protect cabinetry with optional stainless steel liners and features a smooth, 
stainless-steel surface that is easy to clean with quick-release dishwasher-safe filters. This 3 speed 
powerpack insert delivers up to 450 Max Blower CFM for fast removal and odors from the kitchen. The 
bright 1-level LED lighting enhances the cooking experience and has been tested in a variety of 
environments to ensure long life without dimming. The PM400SS also features exclusive EZ1 clips, 
designed to make it easy for one-person installation.  
 
The Broan® 21" Custom Range Hood Power Pack is ENERGY STAR® certified, Home Ventilating Institute 
(HVI) certified and can be used to comply with industry-leading code requirements like Title 24 (Part 6, 
Range Hood Requirements).  
 
 “We hope that by continuing to offer homeowners, builders and HVAC professionals a wide array of 
cutting-edge custom range hood products, we can make a larger impact in the industry as a whole,” said 
Edwin Bender, Broan-NuTone Vice President of Marketing. “Not only aesthetically pleasing, but this new 
power pack is also the perfect application for a custom kitchen where automation and energy-saving is 
just as important as blower speed and long-lasting, bright lighting.”  
 
With increased awareness and a heightened concern of airborne threats in the home, owners have 
sought to better understand the multiple sources of poor indoor air and implement advancements in 
ventilation systems such as range hoods. According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 
indoor air can be 2 to 5 times more polluted than outdoor air and the kitchen is a primary source of poor 
indoor air quality through excessive moisture, smoke, cooking odors and other airborne particulates. 

 
With the primary source of poor indoor air quality being the kitchen, every kitchen needs ventilation. 
We provide performance matched ventilation solutions for every cooking style and the type of 
application beneath it.  

 
For more information, visit https://www.broan-nutone.com/en-us/product/rangehoods/pm400ss.  
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About Broan-NuTone® 
Broan-NuTone® LLC is North America's leading manufacturer and distributor of residential ventilation 
products including range hoods, ventilation fans, heater/fan/light combination units, balanced 
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ventilation systems (IAQ), built-in heaters, attic ventilators and residential built-in convenience products 
including doorbells and central vacuum systems. Broan-NuTone® LLC is proud to be an ENERGY STAR® 
partner. 
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